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The Allesbeste 
Micro-cloning tech-

nique, developed in 1990, is 
unique in that it allows the 
nursery to operate  
efficiently by reducing 
lead times and increasing 
amount of avocado plants 
produced per nurse seed. 
The farmer benefits from 
this method in that the 
plants develop superior root 
systems and tree 
uniformity is guaranteed.
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It is evident that the micro-clonal roots develops superior to that 
of other techniques. Micro-clones also have the added advantage 
that roots can be inspected throughout the propagation process 
in terms of quality, quantity and distribution.  It can therefore be 
guaranteed that the plant will have a properly developed clonal 
root system. This also has a  tremendous effect on transplanting 
trees, as transplanting losses are significantly decreased.

Direct field planting could 
enable the farmer to plant his 
trees sooner after orders are 
placed as these micro-clones 
can be planted directly in 
the field instead of being 
replanted at the nursery into 
bags.

More trees can be 
accommodated per 
assigned area within the 
nursery, as micro-clones 
fit neatly into micro-clone 
trays, with up to 128 plants 
per tray. In an area of 8 
x 15m up to 24000 plants 
can be accommodated.

The “buffer zone”, which is formed 
between the clonal and seedling root 
system, is created by positioning a 55 
ml polyethylene micro container over the 
etiolated shoot.
The two root systems are therefore not in 
direct contact with each other. This buffer 
zone makes the production of micro-clonal 
plants possible in compliance with the 
highest phytosanitary standards.

A well-developed, evenly 
distributed and healthy clonal 
root system ensures maximum 
utilisation of the tree’s genetic 
potential and also significantly 
supports uniformity of the trees 
in the field. Uniformity is crucial 
to achieve a high and  
sustainable return on  
investment.

Plants produced per cycle in the nursery is increased with each 
nurse seed producing multiple plants.

Plants are lightweight and small allowing unique cost savings on  
transport and plants conform to the highest phytosanitary standards.


